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PBR: One-Page Covering Statement 

 

 

Vulnerable is a practice-based research project that addresses contemporary issues relating to 

Horse and Rider safety on the UK Roads. The research allows for a greater understanding of a 

range of factors that contribute to incidents on the roads, exploring the underlying reasons of 

why they happen and how they may be preventable in the future. 

 

The project analyses campaigns created by The British Horse Society such as the ‘Dead or Dead 

Slow campaign’ and the work that they do in raising awareness for the safety of horses and 

riders on the road and to build on their framework.  

 

My Masters by Research submission can be broken down in two parts. Firstly, the written 

thesis which is used to outline my approach to the research using methodologies, the study of 

existing campaigns and relevant literature plus the critical thinking and overview behind my 

practice-based submission. 

 

The second part of my submission is practice-based, which consists of two A4 ring bound 

guideline packs: 1. Print Materials Campaign Pack and 2. Digital Campaign Pack. Through 

creating a campaign pack which includes the printing specifications, brand guidelines and print 

ready files, people with no prior knowledge of horses or print are handed the opportunity to 

create their own awareness events using the media supplied as a structure. 

 

The purpose of this project is to raise awareness of road users in the UK about horse and rider 

safety through education. I focus on three main areas; the reasons why incidents happen, how 

many times they have happened and the consequences when they do happen.  

 

 

 

 

 

  



 
 

 

Abstract 

 

 

There continues to be a rise in the number of incidents involving horse and rider on the UK 

roads, sparking an increase in attempts to educate the UK’s car driving public to the presence 

of horses. Through the analysis and study of different road users and how they use the roads 

individually, campaigns can be created that are tailored to their needs and experiences on the 

roads. 

 

In this study I combine behavioural theories and horse physiology, to explain factors that 

increase risk to horse and rider safety using the research-through-design approach. 

 

The work created seeks to support those in the event of a dangerous situation, allowing them 

to be prepared and to provide preventative techniques. The research also creates a foundation 

for further campaigns to be created that can be tailored to raise awareness about key problem 

areas and target specific audiences such as car drivers, lorry drivers and cyclists. By using semi-

structured interviews, local police reports and horse and rider safety events, I am able to 

assess current campaigns; and the design decisions behind their communications, thus 

opening them up for further analysis and future development.  

 

Drawing from this analysis, I concluded that a new campaign needed to be created to develop 

and bridge the gaps in the education of the general public in relation to horses and their safety 

on the roads. 
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1 – Abbreviations, Key Terms and Glossary 

 

Abbreviations 

• BHS: British Horse Society 

• KCC: Kent County Council 

 

Design Terms 

• Data Visualisation: Is the graphical representation of information and data.  

• Typography: The design, or selection, of letter forms to be organized into words and 

sentences to be disposed in blocks of type as printing upon a page (Warren and Wells, 

2019) 

 

Glossary 

• Bolted: A term used in riding to describe when the horse moves very fast, especially as 

a result of being frightened 

• Equestrians: An individual who is connected with the riding of horses 

• Equine: A term that refers to a horse (State Line Tack, 2018) 

• Green Horse: Inexperienced; may be applied to a horse of any age having limited 

training, or a rider (Meyer, 2017) 

• Hack: The act of riding a horse outside of a yard environment, usually on roads or 

bridle paths 

• Reared: When a horse rises on its back legs, almost standing 

• Spooked: A startled jump sideways, or a quick change of direction with the intention to 

flee (Blocksdorf, 2018) 

• Stallion: An unaltered male horse four years of age or older (Meyer, 2017) 
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2 – Introduction 

 

Over a 7-year period ending in 2017, 38 riders and 222 horses died as a result of accidents on 

Britain’s roads (Turner, 2017). The latest statistics published by the British Horse Society state 

that the death toll is at 43 humans and 315 horses (British Horse Society, 2019). These figures 

continue to increase, and to the extent that currently “nearly two horses a week are being 

killed on UK roads” (British Horse Society, 2019). In direct response, the British Horse Society 

has increased its attempts to educate the UK’s road using public to the presence of horses with 

the message to urge “drivers to be more careful when passing horses on the road” (British 

Horse Society, 2019). Design work to date has largely consisted of various shock tactic posters, 

infographics and more recently a virtual reality headset video. As a rider and a designer, I have 

identified the need for a thorough design-led approach to expand this campaign to further 

educate the general public on Horse Safety on UK roads. To understand the current campaigns, 

I research previous campaigns that tackled general awareness-raising for safe road-sharing, 

analyse police crash reports based on reported incidents and then consider which design 

techniques might be used to help prevent the afore-mentioned incidents from occurring. Since 

the cause and effect of the horse/rider road safety incidents stem from a wide range of 

factors, the topic needs to be looked at from multiple viewpoints to compile a more 

comprehensive view of the situation. By looking at the issue from both road users’ and horse 

riders' perspectives, I hope to convey a broad range of information that is not biased to either 

group.  

 

The UK has one formal charity promoting Horse and Rider safety on the road; the British Horse 

Society (www.bhs.org.uk). Horse welfare is at the heart of this organisation, with their 

campaigns and events providing help and advice to the equine community. British Horse 

Society (BHS) offer advice using printed materials such as booklets, flyers and leaflets tackling 

various issues such as; what to wear when riding, how to transport your horse safely and how 

to ride on the roads. BHS holds regular meetings across the UK, one of which was the ‘Horse 

and Rider Awareness Evening’ in Ashford, Kent on Oct 25th, 2018 featuring a presentation by 

Director of Safety, Alan Hiscox. His talk considered the reasons for the increase in horse 

incidents on the roads, structured on the concept of three brains; The Horse, The Rider and 

The Driver. This concept was based on the statistic, calculated from the BHS database of rider 

reported incidents, that 85% of incidents on the roads are due to vehicles. He mentioned that 

despite this, only one in ten incidents get reported so it is likely that the true extent of incident 
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on the roads is unknown, highlighting the issue that only when a serious injury has occurred, is 

the incident then reported. He advocated for riders to report any incidents when they happen, 

enabling the BHS to provide vital information to government statistics. Hiscox also urged riders 

to make sure they wear the appropriate safety clothing when on public highways, explaining 

that being seen is key to being safe. BHS had a report prepared by TRL regarding the 

conspicuity of horses and riders on the roads. The report revealed that the colour of hi-

visibility jackets needed to be evaluated depending on the nature of the environment. For 

example, if a rider was to wear a yellow jacket when riding in areas where rapeseed fields are 

present, it would be hard to distinguish the rider. Much in the same way that an orange jacket 

would not be suitable in autumn, the jacket would work in the opposite way, acting as 

camouflage against the changing colours of the trees and scenery. 

 

Casualty Reduction Manager, Steve Horton, from Kent County Council also spoke about the 

causes of roads accidents, stating that road user behaviour is the biggest attribute. He 

referenced a statistic breaking down the causes of incidents using percentages. 

• Caused by fault in vehicle 3% 

• Caused by fault in the road 2% 

• Human error 75–95% 

He explained within every incident there is a Victim and a Perpetrator. The Victim needs to be 

educated on how not to be vulnerable and the Perpetrator needs to be educated on how to 

help the vulnerable. He suggested that the way to do this was by using the 3 E’s – Education, 

Engineering and Enforcement. Horton raised the point that the KCC have been working closely 

with driving school instructors; the instructors are now including horse awareness in their 

teaching, advising drivers on what they should do when encountering a horse on the roads. 

In addition to the above, police officers have been encouraging riders to consider the methods 

of reporting an incident. One officer stated that unless people make a report, there is nothing 

legally that they can do about the incidents. They advised that riders should call the non-

emergency police number to log any incidents, no matter the severity. Only by taking this 

action will the police staff be able to analyse the incident and advise whether to take legal 

action or to simply log it. 

All speakers raised similar issues, under three categories; firstly, people were not reporting 

incidents that had occurred on the roads involving horses, secondly that drivers are not 

educated enough to know how to deal with horses on the roads and lastly that riders also 

need to be more visible on the roads through the use hi-visibility wear for both horse and 
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rider. These three factors are the main anchor point to conduct research from, is there a way 

we could improve these issues and if so, would it make a difference?   

 

3 – Methodology and Approach 

3.1 – Methodology 

Frayling identifies “three types of design research: research into design, research through 

design and research from design” (Frayling, 2003). The main methodology used through this 

research is research-through-design, a practice-based approach where the practice works in 

tandem with research. Research-through-design “is constituted by the design process itself” 

(Martin and Hanington, 2012, p.146) meaning that it includes on-going analysis of the practice 

itself, the experiments and turning points through the creative process. Design allows the 

project to be driven forward and used as a catalyst for research. Research through design 

embraces more conventional qualitative research methods such as interviews, content analysis 

and case studies. “Research through design recognises the design process as a legitimate 

research activity, examining the tools and processes of design thinking and making within the 

design project, bridging theory and building knowledge to enhance design practices” (Burdick, 

2003). 

Research-through-design allows me, the designer to create and test my creations, Feedback is 

integral to development of the project. The research is led by the timeline of the practice; 

following tangents, changing shape, reorganising and reforming. 

Below I specify my methods and design processes used at each stage of my research: 

Case Studies – “The case study is a research strategy involving in-depth investigation of single 

events or instances in context, using multiple sources of research evidence” (Yin, 2002). By 

examining existing campaigns that have been used previously, it allows the design processes to 

be identified, analysed and developed. “Case studies are useful in exploratory research for 

understanding existing phenomena for comparison, information or inspiration” (Martin and 

Hanington, 2012, p.28). By critiquing multiple campaigns, I allow for design themes, processes 

and formats to be determined and adapted. 

Content Analysis – “Content analysis provides an established and systematic technique for 

dealing with qualitative data” (Martin and Hanington, 2012, p.40). Providing the ability to 

analyse records or documents, by using the inductive approach, common themes can be 
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identified from unstructured information. Evaluating content from the KCC Police Reports in a 

structured format using data visualisation identified themes such as speed, closeness and 

horse error as contributory factors in horse and rider safety. 

Evaluative Research – “Involves the testing of prototypes, products or interfaces by real 

potential users of a system in design development” (Martin and Hanington, 2012, p.74). 

Feedback from the product testing enabled the design to be developed and adapted, meeting 

the preferences of the end user. “This is the most established form of research in design” 

(Martin and Hanington, 2012, p.74). Exhibiting a prototype Vulnerable campaign stand at 

Fusion 2019 (CCCU Post-graduate exhibition 22nd August – 4th October 2019) afforded valuable 

feedback from potential users.  

Prototyping – “The tangible creation of artefacts at various levels of resolution, development 

and testing of ideas within design teams and with clients and users” (Martin and Hanington, 

2012, p.138). Tightly linked to evaluative research, prototyping allows for the practicality of a 

project to be assessed. Testing the feasibility of the design, colour choices, quality and 

effectiveness involved creation of a ‘High-Fidelity’ prototype, creating the appearance of the 

final piece with paper posters, pull up banners and floor vinyls. Each represented the final look 

and feel of the piece, as if it was within the final target audience. 

Interviews – “A fundamental research method for direct contact with participants, to collect 

first-hand personal accounts of experience, opinions, attitudes and perceptions” (Martin and 

Hanington, 2012, p.102). I used semi-structured interview to gain specific information needed 

for the research project from Steve Horton of Kent County Council. Particularly informative 

were his views and opinions on road safety, campaigns and design techniques. 

Mind Mapping – “When a topic or problem has many moving parts, mind mapping provides a 

method of visually organising a problem space in order to better understand it” (Martin and 

Hanington, 2012, p.118). This nonlinear approach allowed me to consolidate and interpret the 

information, through diagramming which I used at the start of the research project. (Appendix 

1). 

Secondary Research – “Information collected and synthesized from the existing data” (Martin 

and Hanington, 2012, p.154). Instead of using primary research where original material is 

gained direct from participants. My use of secondary research, such as reports, articles, books 

and governments statistics, includes accident statistics from the BHS, Police Crash Reports 

from KCC and articles outlining horse behaviour. 
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3.2 – Approach of the Researcher 

I have been a horse rider since the age of four, I enjoy the peacefulness and the bond that you 

have with a horse, almost an unspoken language where you understand their characteristics 

and behaviours. When riding on the roads, this peacefulness is far from the experience. As a 

rider you are constantly having to be alert to your surroundings, listening for any approaching 

vehicles and planning your escape route. It was within my undergraduate major practical 

project when I attempted to define the thought process of a horse in this situation. It was 

through research of horse anatomy that I started discovering the limitations in a horse’s vision 

of field, colour blindness and blind spots. Noticing too, the lack of empathy towards horses, 

they are prey animals that feel vulnerable when approached by an object they don’t 

understand.  

As a horse rider and a car driver I can see the vulnerability of horses on the roads and stand by 

the statement that horses have a right to share the roads. I realise that others may not share 

the same view, with their standing being that horses should not be allowed on the roads. I 

approach this research as both a car driver and a horse rider, but with the belief that we can 

share the roads safely together. 

 

4 – Lack of Reporting 

As indicated in the introduction, one of the main issues with horse and rider incidents is the 

lack of reporting. There is currently no legal requirement for a road accident involving a horse 

to be recorded unless there is human injury that requires hospital treatment direct from the 

scene of the accident. Unless the rider or driver involved reports the incident, there is no 

record of it ever happening.  

 

4.1 – What do the Police Reports Say? 

On meeting Steve Horton from KCC, he was able to run a report on all the Horse and Rider 

incidents between 2008–2018 within the Kent Area that I could use within my research 

(Appendix 2). In all there were 41 reported incidents, each stated the time and date, weather 

conditions, location with grid co-ordinates, street lighting, number or people involved with a 

brief description of the incident and most interestingly the severity of the incident. The reports 

themselves were classed as Slight or Severe, depedning on the outcome of the situation and if 

any casualties were involved.  
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I scrutinised the reports concentrating on the contents, finding common themes and phrases 

that were frequently used throughout. Highlighting the content within the reports allowed me 

to create correlations of words used to describe the severity of the reports. I concluded that 

certain words could be directly linked to a severe incident. If the description involved a rider 

falling off or either horse or rider being injured during the incident, this was categorised as 

serious. I also deduced that if the incident was caused by a deliberate act such as a vehicle 

speeding or as one report states, the slamming of a car boot to scare the horse, this was also 

classed as a serious incident. 

Using the information I had drawn from the reports, I created a spreadsheet to better analyse 

and determine further correlations (Appendix 3). The spreadsheet used the same headings 

used in the reports, but with an additional heading ‘Whose Fault’. This additional heading 

enabled the incidents to be divided into categories, establishing on average who was at fault. 

By splitting the reports into either the Drivers, Riders or Horses fault. Working on the basis that 

if certain words appeared in the description of the incidents then they could be put down to 

certain parties involved. For example, if words such as speed, too close or abuse were 

mentioned that was attributed to the driver. However, If the words not visible or wearing 

inappropriate clothing was used, then the rider was at fault. Finally if any included words such 

as spooked, bolted or reared then the fault fell to the horse itself.   

 

 

Figure 1 – Software-produced chart to show who was at fault  
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Figure 2 – Redrawn representation of who was at fault using colour and scale  

 

Data visualization is the graphical representation of information through visual elements such 

as charts and graphs (Figure 1 and Figure 2). The data visualisation allowed for a greater 

understanding of the main issues and factors that are associated with incidents as I narrowed 

down the causes to three main factors:  

1. The Horse spooking  

2. The Driver passing to close  

3. The Driver passed at excessive speed  

These 3 factors could then be narrowed down further into two section headings, Horse’s 

Behaviour and Driver’s Attitude.  

 

4.2 – Horse’s Behaviour 

When trying to understand the reasons why horses behave the way they do, we first must look 

at the nature of horses and their natural instincts. “The horse, a prey animal, depends on flight 

as its primary means of survival” (Williams, 2004). It's no surprise that when horses are in 

unfamiliar surroundings or come across objects they have never seen before; their flight 

instincts start to take effect. Being a prey animal, horses have a very fast response time. This is 

evident in many of the reports. For example, when it is stated that the rider had fallen off due 

to being unseated from the horse’s reaction or that the horse has run away from the incident 

itself.  

Although horses do have inbuilt instincts to run, “Horses can be desensitized from frightening 

stimuli” (Williams, 2004) Williams states that it's in a horse's nature to learn quickly what is 

and isn't harmful to them in their environment. Williams mentions that they “are one of the 

most perceptive of all domestic animals” (Williams, 2004) meaning that most stimulus that is 
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unnoticeable by humans is often a cause for concern by the horse. This idea of alertness or 

flight instinct is described as ‘spooking or spookiness’. In order to decrease this attribute, a 

horse needs to be trained to understand what is and isn't harmful to them.  

Horses also have blind spots in their field of vision, these weaknesses occur in front and behind 

due to the location of their eyes (Figure 3). “The horse’s eye position in the skull allows for a 

large, nearly 360° field of vision – approximately 146° of monocular vision on either side and 

about 65° to 80° of binocular vision ahead of them” (Larson, 2012). 

 

 

Figure 3 – Visual representation of horse's vision from previous ‘Equine Perspective’ Project  

It is due to these blind spots that horses can never be fully desensitized to their surroundings. 

When a vehicle, cyclist or pedestrian passes too quickly or suddenly the horse reacts to the 

stimulus by running or defending itself, in most cases resulting in the horse rearing and the 

rider being unseated.  

 

4.3 – Drivers Attitude 

In the reports where the driver was at fault, the evidence concludes that the driver was either 

too close, too fast or driving without care towards the horse and rider. This behaviour and 

attitude towards others may be explained by looking into different behavioural models and 

theories in order to develop design pieces that target the different areas that are highlighted.  

“Attribution theory deals with how the social perceiver uses information to arrive at causal 

explanations for events.  It examines what information is gathered and how it is combined to 

form a causal judgement” (Fiske & Taylor, 1991). This theory explains why humans react to 

certain situations in the way they do, by attributing feelings, beliefs and intentions onto 

subjects so that we can understand why they happen. However, if a driver or road user has 
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never come across a horse, then there is no way of being able to attribute feelings towards the 

situation, as it is new and unfamiliar. It could be predicted that this is the issue for many 

drivers. Not all drivers have encountered a horse on the road. So, unless they are taught about 

the behaviour or necessary way in which to react to horses on the roads, then they will drive 

how they think they should from past experiences with peers or from unrelated experience 

with horses in other scenarios.  

This idea of learned behaviour from others leads onto another social model of behaviour. 

Social Norms “provide us with an expected idea of how to behave in a particular social group 

or culture” (McLeod, 2008). From a young age, children start to pick up on the behavioural 

tendencies of others, we act like others to fit in and try not to go against the tide through fear 

of being singled out. This model of behaviour can be applied to the drivers on the roads, if they 

have seen someone else do a certain act then why wouldn’t they follow suit. In the relation to 

horses on the roads, if family members or friends drive closely or too fast past horses then why 

would the driver think to act any differently?  

 

4.4 – The Target Audience 

The police reports show that there are three contributing factors to horse incidents, Horse, 

Driver and Rider behaviour. The majority being related to both Driver’s Attitude and 

Horse Behaviour. For this project the target audience will be split between road users and 

riders. By educating drivers on how to approach a horse and teaching riders the behavioural 

tendencies of horses and how to stay safe on the roads, a greater understanding can be built 

with the aim of reducing incidents on the roads. The police report data did not specify the age, 

gender or driving ability of the persons involved, making it hard to break down the specific 

profile of the drivers. However, they did state the vehicle types with the biggest offenders 

being car drivers.  

When defining the target audience, first the objective and outcomes of the project need to be 

defined. Knowing the aim of the project allows the design process to adapt to the user’s 

profile. ‘THINK!’ marketing plan for 2015-2017 from the Department for Transport (Appendix 

4) does exactly this, by outlining their communication strategy, stating what are the issues, 

who they are targeting and what the main objectives are. Using this document’s structure and 

framework, I created my own communication strategy to address the issue of Horse and Rider 

safety on the UK roads (Figure 4).  
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Figure 4 – Horse Safety on the Roads Communications Strategy (Appendix 5)  

 

4.5 – Case Study 1 – Kent County Council Share the Roads Campaign 

Looking at campaigns aimed at road users, in January 2017 the Port of Dover joined forces with 

Kent County Council’s road safety team creating a campaign that would highlight the care and 

attention needed on the new A20 road layout in Dover. The co-design campaign called ‘Share 

the Road Safely Together’ was aimed at all road users “urging them to take greater caution 

while acclimatising to the changes” (Dover UK, 2017). They used carefully placed billboards 

near and around the A20, targeting people that would need to be made aware of the changing 

layouts.   

The poster sets created for the campaign featured pedestrians, cyclists and drivers (Figure 5). 

The poster series are designed with two sides, evident by the imagery. For example, one 

poster features a cyclist on one side and a lorry driver on the other, split and joined through 

the middle to further enhance the message of sharing together. The typographic used on each 

half features a caption from the viewpoint of the road user. The images are saturated in 

colour, allowing the focus to be held on the individual and not their surroundings. However, 

the images still need to be visible to iterate the identity of the road user.  
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Figure 5 – Share the road safely together poster  

 

The campaign also had a catchy slogan that read ‘Stay Alert, Stay Safe, and Be Road Aware’. 

This slogan was also accompanied by a hashtag #SafetyisimPORTant. By having the social 

media handle it allowed the campaign to also be used on a digital platform, meaning a younger 

and wider audience could be reached.  

 

5 – Horses on the Roads 

Horse riders and horse-drawn vehicles are both classed as road users within The Highway 

Code. Rule 215 states that other road users should “take great care and treat all horses as a 

potential hazard; they can be unpredictable, despite the efforts of their rider/driver.” 

(Department of Transport, 2007). 

 

5.1 – Project 1 –Rider Logbook 

The design concept for this piece is a reporting booklet that would contain an incident form 

that riders could complete should the situation arise (Appendix 6). The booklet would need to 

be made from suitable materials allowing it to be practical in all weathers, this would be done 

by using a waterproof paper and pen. 

Zecom waterproof paper was classed as being weather writer’s bestselling waterproof paper. 

Weather Writer (www.weatherwriter.co.uk) are a Suffolk based company that specialise in 

keeping paper and prints protected against changing weather conditions. The paper was 
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available in A4 size with a thickness of 120 microns thick and 165gsm in weight. In terms of 

paper thickness, “Standard paper weights are between 75gsm and 100gsm” (OfficeXpress, 

2014). The 165gsm would be thick and rigid enough to be written on without tearing and not 

too thick to make the booklet too heavy or bulky when printed with multiple pages. The paper 

itself is also stated to be easily written on by a standard ball pen, pencil or marker. This is 

essential for the design of the booklets, as this allows the booklet to be easily used, not 

requiring the need for a specific waterproof pen or pencil. 

The design would also touch on the second focus point, the need to wear high visibility. As 

raised at the meeting, horse and rider need to be seen on the roads. The booklet is designed to 

be attached to the horse through a high visibility safety strap, allowing drivers to see the horse 

even in low visibility.  

The booklet’s first name was ‘HELP’, an acronym for ‘Horse Emergency Log Pack’ however this 

later developed into ‘RIDE’ an acronym for ‘Rider Incidents & Driver Emergency’ (Figure 6). The 

development happened due to the word ‘HELP’ being a very panic related word, the booklets 

are meant to support the safety of the horse and rider and not highlight the danger of the 

roads. The word ‘RIDE’ had a more positive aspect and reflected the action in hand.  

 

  

Figure 6 – Design for the RIDE Logbook Cover shown as a flat view 

 

Hierarchy, “the order of importance” (Lupton and Cole Phillips, 2003, p.115), was essential in 

designing the front cover. The word ‘RIDE’ is the most important text on the front cover, as 

this is the action the booklet is promoting. With the description of the acronym as the 

subheading, shown in the same colour but reduced in scale and size. The third level of 

hierarchy is the ‘Logbook’ text, which is shown with a transparency, this technique allows the 

text to be more subtle, allowing the more important pieces of text to be read first. The word 
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‘RIDE’ is a much larger in scale to the subheadings, this is to create a visual contrast and 

express a hierarchy of importance. 

For the design of the internal form, existing methods for reporting incidents served as the 

starting point. BHS have a form which is used to enable users to report directly to them 

(Appendix 7).  Key data is required by BHS to enable direct comparisons between incidents on 

their website which is created from a database of information. The current form is a Word 

document that includes the following fields:  

• Incident Details – Date, Time, Location 

• Personal details – Name, Address, Telephone, Email 

• Circumstances 

• Horses – No. Involved, Age, Ridden Nature, Injuries 

• Humans – No. Involved, Age, Gender, Rider Fall, Injuries 

• Safety Equipment – Hi-Viz, Hat, Body Protector 

• Other Information 

• Data Protection 

 

This clearly enables the opening for the form to be redesigned, allowing for ease of reading 

and of use. By condensing the information down to single headings, creating a hierarchy in the 

text, the form will highlight the main problem areas and information required. Using diagrams, 

will allow users to easily demonstrate any damage that was caused to either rider or horse, 

making for more efficient use.  

When designing the logbook forms, the design technique of using a grid, “the hidden 

architecture behind print design” (Soto, 2015, p.61) was applied, aligning elements to each 

other, creating consistent margins and columns. The logbook form uses a grid to maintain 

consistency of information and ease of completion. 

The injury diagrams within the logbook were created through the research of other incident 

report forms and the argument of whether visual or textual content is more efficient than the 

other. Accident claim forms, either car accident report forms or personal injury claims are 

shown with a cross sections of the anatomy of the object involved. The concept being that the 

user can easily identify where damage or injury has occurred without having to articulate the 

description through writing. It is stated that “images account for 90 percent of the information 

that is transmitted to the brain and they are processed 60,000 times faster in the brain than 

text” (Gropman, 2016). “Diagrams allow us to see the see relationships that would not come 
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forward in a straight list or a verbal description” (Lupton and Phillips, 2003, p.199). The BHS 

form allows the user to describe the injuries sustained, through a written format rather than 

visual. To improve this using design, a cross section of both a horse and rider can be applied. 

Within a horse's passport there is a cross section of the animal (Figure 7), however it is used to 

indicate distinct markings on the horse rather than injuries. This illustrates the various profiles 

of a horse; this concept was applied to the injury diagrams. 

 

  

Figure 7 - Image of a Horse marking diagram from a passport  

 

Evaluation of the BHS form revealed that there is a gap in information when dealing with 

vehicles. It was noted that the form didn’t include any reference to any vehicles involved in the 

incident. However, the forms main focuses were that of the Horse's welfare, the Rider's 

welfare and the quality of safety equipment used.  

To counter this issue, a section was added into the logbook to indicate the information 

required of the vehicle involved (Figure 8). Uniformed police at the BHS evening stated, ‘the 

information of the vehicles will be required, like if you are in a car accident’. Information such 

as the following: 

• Car Registration 

• Make 

• Model 

• Colour 

• Driver Details 
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To further modernise the form, a question relating to camera footage was also added. There 

has a been a rise in the use of dash cams by drivers in recent years. “In 2013, only 1pc of 

motorists used a dashcam. In 2017 that figure had jumped to 15pc.” (The Telegraph, 2018). 

The use of footage will be useful in gaining a better understanding of the situation, allowing 

the police or legal teams to distinguish the factors that contributed to the incident. 

 

 

Figure 8 - Design layout of the Accident Report Log  

 

The efficiency of the logbook was tested by three equestrians, each participant was presented 

with a written scenario of an incident that had occurred (Appendix 8). They were then asked to 

time themselves completing individually both the RIDE logbook and the BHS incident form with 

the relevant information required. Below states the timings and feedback received: 

Participant No BHS Form Time Logbook Time Feedback 

1 – Appendix 9 9 mins, 32 seconds 3 mins, 47 seconds The BHS form featured a 
lot of information I didn’t 
feel was needed, why did 
they need to know my 
safety equipment? It 
should be about the 
incident. 

2 – Appendix 10 6 mins 2 mins, 40 seconds The BHS form probably 
has more than it needs, 
information such as hats 
and body protectors are 
only relevant in cases of 
injury to those parts of 
the body.  Body plans are 
a good idea. 

3 – Appendix 11 6 mins, 40 seconds 3 mins, 40 seconds The logbook was far 
easier to use than the 
BHS form, the 
information needed 
seemed more relevant 
and I like the horse 
diagrams. 
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The results of the test showed that on average the logbook took around 4 minutes quicker to 

complete, compared to the time taken to complete the BHS incident form. 

The aim of the booklet is to allow riders to report incidents easily, aiding them in remembering 

the details. Designed to be portable, the booklet enables riders to use them when on 

horseback, eliminating the need to dismount or to try and retain information until they return 

to the stables. The booklets would work as an essential part of daily life when with horses on 

the roads. The main places of distribution of the booklets would be at horse shows and events, 

placed on the registration tables for collection when signing up for classes, within shopping 

bags or even placed on windscreens of trailers and lorries. The booklets are designed to be 

accessible, meaning that anyone can use them. The inside form itself is designed to fit within 

an A4 piece of paper, allowing for the forms to also be printed off at home, providing ease of 

distribution and access. 

  

5.2 – Project 2 – Signs of Spooking 

In an article called ‘Stop a Spook’ (Deweese, 2008) from Horse & Rider magazine, world 

champion trainer Lynn Palmer talks about the stages of Horses Spooking and how as a rider 

they can be prevented. By enabling riders to pick out the distinct stages of their horse about to 

spook using an information booklet, it allows them to preempt the spook and put actions in 

place to counter act this.   

 

 

Figure 9 – Initial designs for the SOS steps shown as a flat view 

 

The Signs of Spooking Booklet ‘SOS’ (Figure 9) was created as an additional section to the rider 

logbook. The aim of the section is to cover the key signs of a spook, using a step by step guide. 

The typography of the piece is designed to represent the section it relates to. This method of 

design is used to “express the meaning of a word or an idea through the spacing, sizing and 

placement of letters on the page” (Lupton, 2010, p.106). For example, ‘2 - Elevated Head 

Carriage’ is placed at the top of the page representing elevation and rotated to replicate the 

natural form of a horse’s neck in the curve of the 2. 
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Hierarchy is also used within the body of the text, the number being the strongest, heading 

second and the sub text being the weakest. The aim of this is to allow people to see the order 

of the spook first, then accompanied by a brief description, backed up by the full description 

below.  

When evaluating the practicality of this design and output, it was concluded that riders may 

not have time to read these warnings when they’re happening. Instead, these would need to 

be steps that are made aware to the rider prior to a hack. This realisation of education allowed 

for the opportunity for the booklet to be developed into a poster series or a set of banners 

that could be displayed at riding establishments. 

 

5.3 – Case Study 2 – Pass Wide & Slow Petition 

“The ‘Pass Wide & Slow’ group has 15,128 members, including a lot of followers who have lost 

their horses, partners, husbands or wives in an equestrian accident whilst riding or carriage 

driving on roads” (Anthony, 2019). In September 2015, a petition was created to campaign to 

make the roads safer for horses. The petition created by Debbie Smith received “139,598 

signatures” (Anthony, 2019) and was debated in parliament in June 2016. Following this 

success, a new petition has been coined “calling for the Department for Transport to allow 

horses to use government-funded off-road tracks, such as cycle ways” (Murray, 2018). 

The petition states “PASS WIDE AND SLOW Stop Preventing Horses Using Government Funded 

Off-Road Tracks” (Smith, 2018). Emphasising that horses should be allowed to share the cycle 

paths that run along the sides of the roads, allowing both horse and rider to remain safe, but 

also to allow drivers to stay safe on the roads. 

To counter this issue and to raise knowledge of the problem, Pass Wide and Slow awareness 

rides have been held throughout the UK (Figure 10). In 2018 over 20 rides were held in the UK, 

and to date in 2019 a further 68 people “have asked to organise either a ride or a drive 

throughout England, Scotland and Wales” (Anthony, 2019).  

 

Figure 10 – Riders holding the banner at events 
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In terms of design, the main driving force for the campaign is the Pass Wide and Slow banner 

(Figure 11). The artwork consists of large type stating the campaign title, accompanied by 

horse and car icons representing the distance required when passing a horse on the roads. The 

typeface used is a san serif font. Sans-serif fonts are very clean and modern, increasing the 

readability of the type. To create hierarchy, the main text is emphasised by the contrast in 

scale of the type elements. This hierarchy is further enhanced using colour, both as the body of 

the type and as an outline. The artwork uses a colour scheme of red, orange, white and black. 

‘Warm colours (red, oranges) come forward and command our attention’ (Williams, 2008). By 

using colours that appeal to the user’s visual senses, it draws attention to the areas that need 

the greatest attention.  

 

Figure 11 – Pass Wide and Slow Banner Artwork 

The slogan ‘As you go, on the go and wherever you go – pass wide and slow’ is lost within the 

design, overshadowed by the large scaled text above and below. It could be argued that the 

slogan is not required, the main message of the banner is to get road users to pass wide and 

slow, which is stated clearly by the heading.  Within the background of banner, there is a 

slanted white space surrounded by coloured triangle shapes to create a border. The border of 

the banner is problematic in that the banner’s content is not retained within it. This type of 

design is symptomatic of amateur design work. 

 

5.4 – Campaign Idea – The Ribbon Ride 

Within the equine community, riders communicate the temperament and nature of their 

horses using ribbons. “Different coluored ribbons in horses” tails send different messages 

about that horse’ (Equine Facility Design, 2015). There are currently four different coloured 
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ribbons that are widely used, Red, Yellow, Green and White. Horses that are presented with a 

coloured ribbon are ones that other riders need to take notice of, they may not be dangerous 

but need to be approached in a certain way.  

A Red ribbon, “red is the universal color of the kicker” (Equine Facility Design, 2015). If a Horse 

is wearing a Red ribbon, it is as a warning to others to stay clear of the Horses hindquarters as 

they are prone to kick if someone gets to close.  

A Green ribbon symbolises that the Horse and Rider combination are ‘green’ which within the 

equine community means that the “horse is one who has recently learned to accept a rider on 

his back” (Johnson, 2019) The green ribbon is the equivalent to the ‘L Plate’ within the driving 

community, riders are to be cautious when passing and to be respectful if the horse or rider 

have issues.  

A Yellow ribbon, “this color traditionally means caution” (Equine Facility Design, 2015). In this 

instance, a yellow ribbon means the horse is a Stallion. The ribbon is shown as a warning to 

other riders, primarily ones on Mares (female horses) as not “to antagonize a potentially 

territorial horse” (Equine Facility Design, 2015). 

Finally, a White Ribbon, unlike the other ribbons is not to represent the characteristics of the 

horse, however it is to advertise “a horse is for sale” (Equine Facility Design, 2015). 

Understanding the meanings behind the ribbons was essential to the campaign idea ‘The 

Ribbon Ride’ in which riders could wear a coloured ribbon on their horses tail to symbolize 

Road Safety.  

The logo initially was created by using a ribbon in the outline of a horse’s head (Appendix 12), 

however this looked too complicated when drawn up and, in some cases, peoples feedback 

stated that the logo resembled a mountain range rather than horse silhouettes. 

A typography version of the logo was created using a curvy and fluent typeface for the 

‘Ribbon’. The British Horse Society logo also sits within a square, this linked the logo to 

something familiar within the riding community.  

An issue arose that road users would need to understand the meaning of the ribbons. This also 

led to a realisation that there was a major flaw in the campaign, instead of raising awareness 

of safety on the roads, it would instead be highlighting the idea that only certain horses may 
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be a hazard on the road. Due to these extra steps of education needed and the loss of 

meaning, this project didn’t develop further. 

 

5.5 – Project 3 – Horse in Training 

As a learner driver, other road users are told to be respectful and cautious. This same level of 

respect is required when a young or inexperienced horse is on the roads. However, the issue of 

drivers not having an aid to state that a horse is a ‘Learner Horse’ is an area that needs to be 

explored. 

With this problem in mind I created a range of high visibility clothing that could be worn by 

both rider and horse to make other road users aware that the horse is in training on the roads 

(Figure 12 & Figure 13). The designs explore the concept of a learner driver, using the ‘L Plate’ 

icon which would relate directly to the drivers subconscious.  

 

Figure 12 – Rider Hi-Vis jacket designs with logo and ‘Horse in Training’ text  
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Figure 13 – Horse Hi-Vis rug designs with logo and ‘Horse in Training’ text  

 

Sending the designs to Alan Hiscox from the BHS (Appendix 13) to ask for his opinions, he 

replied “The idea that drivers read, Pass Wide and Slow, Camera being Used, etc. means that 

they are not concentrating on the road! The L plate however is worth considering. As is 

perhaps the 15-mph icon that we use on our Dead Slow campaign.” He also raised that the 

design would have to pass British Standards for Hi Viz clothing EN 1150 which states “a 

garment must incorporate a total of at least 0.32 m² of visible fluorescent material and 900 

cm² of visible reflective material” (British Standards Institute Staff, 1999). 

With this limitation, the high vis message would not be as effective at a smaller size. Drivers 

should be paying attention to the road, instead of looking at the motif and icons on the 

clothing of both Horse and Rider.  

 

6 – Campaigns 

 
6.1 – Creating a Campaign 

Horton detailed the strategies and steps taken at KCC to create a successful campaign. Horton 

started by explaining the 3 Objectives of a campaign. Firstly, to ‘Raise Awareness’ of the issue, 

people need to be made aware of the issue otherwise no knowledge basis can be built upon. 

Once awareness has been raised, then the aim is to ‘Increase Knowledge’. Increasing the 

public’s knowledge of the situation, allows the user to be educated in how to act accordingly 

to the issue. Once this has been achieved, the focus moved to the final objective which is to 
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‘Change Behaviour’. Once the behaviour has been changed, becoming the norm, a positive 

impact should be witnessed on the original issue in hand.  

  

Horton explained that once they had defined the objectives and adapted them to the issue, 

they follow a campaign process, PC PAM. This acronym stood for the following five-

stage process: 

• Pre-contemplation – Not thought about it  

• Contemplation – Starting to think about it  

• Preparation – Understanding & Increasing knowledge  

• Action – Concentrating and changing behaviour  

• Maintenance – Ways to keep the message fresh  

The processes and objectives that the council use enable them to create campaigns that are 

relevant and contemporary to the target audience. By researching the issues raised and 

adapting the objectives to each subject, they can create consistent campaigns that can be kept 

contemporary using social media.  

When asked ‘What marketing methods are currently being used to raise awareness of 

campaigns?’ Steve replied “Twitter, Mass messaging, Bus Advertising, Roadside Hoardings, TV 

Adverts, Catch Up TV (Tailored to the users profile), Cinema, Road Side Posters & 

Radio” (Appendix 14) This answer defined that a lot of the campaign strategies used were 

digital or in printed format.  

 

6.2 – Case Study 3 – Dead Slow Campaign 

In 2016, BHS released a road safety campaign ‘Dead? Or Dead Slow?’ with the organisation 

“calling for drivers to slow to 15mph when passing horses” (Jones, 2016). The campaign was 

produced in response to a number of high-profile petitions, such as the Pass Wide & Slow 

Petition mentioned earlier in Chapter 5. The campaign was backed with statistics from the 

BHS’s report website that had launched 5 years prior. BHS director of policy Lee Hackett stated 

that they were “campaigning for legislative change, but that can take a long time. That is why 

we are asking for this instant change in behaviour from drivers” (Jones, 2016). 

This change in behaviour was to be aided with the use of posters, infographics and videos. BHS 

have created numerous videos regarding road safety, their YouTube channel currently holds 6 

aimed directly at targeting and educating horse road safety. One of the most recent is a VR 

(virtual reality) headset video. With the use of the 360’ technology, they allow drivers a first-
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hand experience of how it feels to be a rider when a car passes too close or too fast. This 

perspective view starts with the rider, allowing them to experience the visual field of the rider, 

with the added perspective of the horse’s reaction. Switching then to the driver, allowing a 

view of the road from the passenger seat, enabling the viewer to spot the horse due to the 

high visibility worn and also witness the reaction of the horse when the car doesn’t slow down.  

  

 

Figure 14 – BHS Campaign Banner 

 

Posters within the campaign use a variety of images, mostly imagery that has been taken from 

incidents that have happened on the roads (Figure 14). This is a shock tactic, shock tactics are 

often used within advertising, as it “grabs attention, even if it offends some people” 

(Robertson, 2008). The main banner for the campaign consists of two elements, typography 

and imagery. The image shows a damaged car from the effect of a high velocity impact, with 

the victim, the horse laying on the road in the distance. This image has no text overlaid; the 

picture is left to speak for itself, showing the two parties involved and the outcome of the 

encounter. The second half of the banner states the campaign title, with an added statement 

of ‘Your Choice’. This extra wording allows the reader to acknowledge that this situation is 

indeed a choice. This notion is further backed up with the use of the 15mph road sign placed in 

the centre of the banner. The banner allows the user to follow a journey, showing them what 

has happened, the text then explaining why it has happened and the 15mph sign advising 

them on how to stop it from happening in future. 

On the Dead or Dead Slow campaign website you are greeted by an infographic stating the 

current statistics created from the reporting database hold by the BHS (Figure 15). 
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Figure 15 – BHS Infographic 

 

The infographic is created using Dead or Dead Slow colour scheme that is evident in all the 

campaign materials, red and black. The red is used to highlight certain areas within the body of 

the text and create hierarchy, picking out the numbers and percentages, while black is used as 

a supporting colour as the main body text. This technique draws the user’s eye to the 

important areas of the text provided, creating smaller sections of information to process. The 

information is also supported with the use of visuals, in this case the text ‘horse’ and ‘rider’ are 

not needed. The image of a horse’s head and the horse rider next to the numbers have the 

same affect. However, the words horse and rider are still provided to add clarity. 

Dead or Dead Slow is still a live campaign used by the BHS, with constant updating of statistics 

from the reports provided by riders across the UK. By keeping the campaign contemporary and 

moving with the shifts in design and in technology they can produce graphics that are 

appealing, allowing them to keep the campaign fresh in the eyes of the viewer. 
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6.3 – Shock Tactics – Do they work? 

Campaigns and adverts use this technique of shock tactics to grab the attention of the viewer, 

shocking or scaring them to understand the issue. However, there is a debate as to whether 

shock tactics are having the same impact. 

In an article Matt Williams stated, “if the same message and same tactics are being used all the 

time, then it just becomes wallpaper to be person and makes it easier to ignore” (Williams, 

2009). Williams argues that if the same ideas and images are being used, then they almost 

become the social norm, people become so used to them that they no longer hold a shock 

factor that makes people take note. So, if shock tactics no longer work, what is it that people 

will pay attention to? Sian Jarvis, the Director-general of communication in the Department of 

Health said “Following intense research, we found that people now want help, support and 

advice in changing their behaviour; they want to do what's best for their children, rather than 

be scared into doing so” (Williams, 2009). Jarvis argues that a different approach may be 

needed, by educating the public, allowing them to understand why they can or can't do 

something rather than just telling them, could have a greater impact. So, by working on this 

basis, if a design piece was produced to help explore the reasons behind horse behaviour and 

the reasons why drivers are told to react in a certain way, would it help to reduce the number 

of incidents on the roads?  

 

7 – Vulnerable Campaign Exhibition Stand 

 
7.1 – Prototype 

Through this project, the main aspect that is highlighted by previous campaigns and research, 

is the vulnerability of horse and rider on the roads. Using research-through-design, a campaign 

can be created to bridge this gap in knowledge.  
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Figure 16 – Vulnerable Exhibition Layout 

 

Figure 17 – Vulnerable Exhibition Trestle Table Layout 

 

The vulnerable campaign (Figure 16 & Figure 17) aims to teach road users the vulnerability of 

horses on the roads and to also educate riders on how to be less vulnerable on the roads. Split 
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into two sides, each with a different message and target audience. Using design, each side is 

given their own identity through the means of colour and typography, allowing a contrast to 

be created. The contrast enables the artwork to be distinct, however by using complementary 

colours and font matching, both halves can still be drawn together to create a harmonious 

voice throughout the campaign. 

“Combining typefaces is like making a salad. Start with a small number of elements 

representing different colours, tastes and textures” (Lupton, 2010, p.54). Lupton references 

font combinations as a way of creating layers, the typography is used to create empathic 

difference within a piece. The fonts used with the vulnerable campaign are Futura and 

Rockwell, a sans-serif and a slab-serif. This difference in serif allows for a strong contrast to be 

created, however they are still visually pleasing. 

The campaign draws on artwork from previous projects created throughout the research by 

design process, such as the rider logbook, signs of spooking and the crash report posters. 

Materials were updated and adapted to the campaign branding, including colour scheme and 

typography, enabling them to work harmoniously as a set of information on the tabletop. 

I tested the campaign layout as part of ‘Fusion 19’ exhibition (Appendix 15), allowing the 

chance to test practicality and communication of the designs. I used a variety of display 

materials; banners, posters, floor graphics and printed materials. My thinking was that with 

such a variety the design experience could be adaptable to different spaces providing. By 

creating graphics for use on multiple elevations such as walls, floors, tables, the campaign is 

flexible and adaptable to the environment. 

 

7.2 – Feedback 

I posted the designs and images of the exhibition to a social media page called ‘Horse & Road 

Safety Awareness’ which allowed users to give direct feedback about their thoughts on the 

designs and the overall impact of the campaign. Using an audience that understood the 

meaning behind the material was essential; if the equine community did not understand the 

message of the artwork, then it certainly would not be understood by those with little 

knowledge of horses. 

The feedback highlighted strengths and weaknesses in the designs (Appendix 16). Firstly, it was 

mentioned that the campaign lacked a ‘catchy slogan’ as researched in previous campaigns, 

the title or slogan carries a message. However, Vulnerable had no context with horses, it was 
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only from the items in the exhibition that allowed the user to make this link. The logo for the 

campaign also doesn’t offer any explanation as to the nature of the campaign, the logo was 

more designed through the use of hierarchy to show the small v being engulfed by the larger 

V. The small v is the representation of the horse, with the large V representing the road user.  

It was also stated that the pull up banners contained a lot of information, “it’s quite a lot of 

information to take in at a glance” posted one respondent. The banner is designed to show 

each target group the actions need through a change in behavior to improve the vulnerability 

of horses on the roads. Having printed and seen the banners made, it was clear that from a 

distance there was too much text, with no real hierarchy to the information. The banner states 

statistics and facts but was not engaging and didn’t creating a flow within the information, 

unlike the banner within the Dead or Dead Slow Campaign. 

The strongest piece of the campaign was the horse vs car A2 posters, the posters are designed 

to show the difference in the anatomy using words. The words create the outline of the shape, 

allowing the user to pick up on the juxtaposition between metal and flesh colliding. One 

person commented “I’m sure it never occurs to some drivers that horses are flesh and bone 

and not some four-legged vehicle”. This feedback confirmed that the aim behind the posters 

had been met, however there were still some design issues to resolve. Once printed it was 

clear that the horse text was not weak enough in terms of visibility when compared to the car 

image. To counter this the horse text needs to be changed to lowercase and spaced more 

widely to represent the vulnerability against the strong and tightly spaces text of the car. 

 

7.3 – Developments 

Overall the exhibition allowed the campaign design and message to be trialed and tested on 

the target audience, allowing for weaknesses in the design and production to be highlighted. 

Having learnt the issues countered by the prototype campaign, it provided the room for 

developments and amendments. 

There are four main areas within the campaign that needed to be revisited and developed to 

improve the usability and impact of the campaign. 

1- A new logo and slogan were needed to present a stronger identity for the 

campaign. 

2- The information needs to be presented in smaller more direct sections. 
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3- The horse vs car posters need to be reworked to represent the scale and 

strength of each item using space and typography. 

A further area that was commented on by others and myself, was the colours used. Colours 

were based on the most popular colour of each community. I selected silver as the most 

common car colour bought in the UK and purple as the most popular colour for horse wear 

accessories. In practicality however, the colours lacked in vibrance and contrast, although the 

colours were complimentary, they didn’t have the power needed to convey the message of the 

campaign. Silver didn’t represent the car as a dangerous object, due to the blandness of 

colour. However, it was actually the purple of the horse that was more overpowering. 

 

8 – Vulnerable Campaign Packs 

 
8.1 – Campaign Logo 

The word ‘vulnerable’ alone was not representative of the campaign’s values, I added a horse 

icon into the counter of the ‘b’ in ‘able’ this gave a visual aid as to the nature of the logo. Using 

colour, I split the word ‘vulnerable’ into two sections ‘vulner’ and ‘able’. The colour red 

representing road users, grey showing the middle ground and blue depicting the horse and 

rider since earlier research indicated how car drivers are the biggest danger to horses on the 

roads. The final logo concept (Figure 18) is that car drivers cause horse and rider to be 

vulnerable, however we are ‘able’ to protect them if they work together, represented by the 

grey colouring. This idea of protection is symbolised by the horse being encapsulated in the 

counter of the ‘b’ in ‘able’. 

 

 

Figure 18 – Final Vulnerable logo design 

 

The tagline for the campaign is ‘help make our roads safer’. As mentioned in Chapter 6, Jarvis 

argued that people want to do what is best for their children, through the use of help, support 
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and advice. By having a tagline that uses the word ‘our’ it relates the issue to a general body of 

people, rather than stating mine or yours. The tagline is written in a positive tone, rather than 

demanding that people make a difference, it suggests that people can help to increase the 

safety on their roads. 

8.2 – Campaign Packs 

Based on the weakness in design raised by the prototype exhibition stand, I took a decision to 

streamline the materials. Instead of creating a design experience which included multiple 

media types and depended largely on people visiting the stand, the focus was instead shifted 

onto campaign packs to allow users to campaign for themselves, giving them resources and 

assets they need to create their own campaign materials. 

I created two campaign packs; one digital one for printed materials, designed and written in an 

accessible way, providing help and support in areas by aiding and leading the campaigners 

through the process of communicating their message. 

The digital campaign pack contains everything an individual would need to be able to post on 

social media and other digital platforms. Each chapter includes the size, location and helpful 

tips related to the social media platform. To help aid readers, in the bottom left hand corner 

there is also a visual communication of where the item will sit in relation to the final page 

itself. 

 

Figure 19 – Visual representation of a Facebook Logo 

 

The print material campaign pack is an essential guide to everything an individual would need 

to be able to produce their own printed materials. Each chapter includes the size, print 

specifications and location ideas for the various materials. All artwork within the pack is 

available to download through a dropbox link provided on the introduction page of the pack. 
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Within this link the user will find all the assets providing in the pack, set up in a print ready 

format plus editable files that they can edit themselves with the use of the campaign 

guidelines. 

 

8.3 – Campaign Design 

Police reports raised the issue of drivers passing too close when overtaking horses on the 

roads. This issue can be tackled through design and the use of typography. ‘DRIVE safe drive 

SLOW’ is the slogan targeted at road users throughout this campaign (Figure 20). The slogan is 

stacked in two lines with the first and last word in uppercase letters. This created hierarchy in 

the text, leading the viewer to what they should read first. Colour is also used to link to the 

logo of the campaign, red is used to represent the road user with the grey linking to the 

concept that as drivers they are able the ‘drive safe’. 

Alan Hiscox raised the issue of riders not being seen on the roads during his talk at the horse 

and rider awareness evening. Using the same techniques as above, this issue can also be 

addressed through the use of design. ‘RIDE safe ride GLOW’ is the slogan targeted at riders 

throughout this campaign (Figure 20). The typography technique used in identical to the 

driver’s slogan, however changed to the rider’s typeface and the colour blue which is also 

identified in the logo. 

 

 

Figure 20 – Campaign Slogans 

 

As I mentioned in Section 7.3, the horse and car word icons needed to be reworked to better 

represent the anatomy of each subject. The use of spacing and font weight was essential in 

creating this contrast. As the horse is to be seen as vulnerable and weak, the structure of the 

outline needed to be broken in terms of typography. By allowing the words to have white 

space around them, I give the sense of weak points and a lack of strength. Converting the case 

of the text to lowercase and using a light weighted font created a further contrast to the bold 

weighted, tightly packed uppercase text of the car icon. The words used to describe the 
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subject’s anatomy were also moved into their anatomical locations, adding to the clarification 

of what the words are meant to represent as a whole (Figure 21). 

 

Figure 21 – Final Horse and Car word icons 

 

8.3 – Future Developments 

When developing this campaign further, I would like to co-design further materials with the 

police. Although the rider logbook has been produced to help increase the number of incidents 

reported, the hierarchy of what incidents need to be reported needs to be further developed. 

The police will also be able to provide guidance in the more legal details of the incidents, 

allowing for leaflets and booklets to be created to help educate riders on what their rights are 

on the roads. 

The campaign would also benefit from a website, currently the artwork files and assets can be 

downloaded from a dropbox link. However, only users that have design software are able to 

edit the template files. If a website was created that allowed for the templates to be edited 

online, it would make the asset accessible to all members of the public, not just those with 

previous design knowledge or software. For example, moo.com allow you to select your 

template, such as stickers, and then by using the set-up template with preset typography and 

colours you can insert your own text. This ease of use would increase the adaptability and 

usability of the campaign materials. 
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8 – Conclusion 

 

This research aimed to tackle the issue of horse and rider safety on the UK roads, highlighting 

the lack of reporting and aiding both riders and drivers to stay safe using a practise-based, 

research-through-design approach.  

Through initial research it was evident that attempts to educate the public to the issue of 

horses on the roads has been made with the British Horse Society being the main driving force. 

However due to the continuous rise in incidents, there was a gap in education that might be 

filled through the use of design. I concluded that a different approach needed to be used, 

education needed to be done from both sides.   

The horse and rider awareness evening prompted my initial research which led to my 

development of the rider logbook (to tackle lack of reporting) and horse in training high 

visibility clothing (designed to combat both driver education and rider’s visibility). The police 

reports formed the basis of the research, opening new avenues to explore using a practice-

based approach. Through visual analysis I was able to compare multiple factors that 

contributed to incidents on the roads. I identified and developed strategies to educate and 

combat them using a research-through-design approach. 

During my research I found a notable lack of literature relating to horse incidents; sources for 

many of the references and statistics are from online articles and blog posts from horse and 

rider magazines. Although this was a limitation, it also allowed me to narrow down the main 

issues that needed to be tackled but in the terms of content made it hard to find credible 

academic citations for my research. 

Through the research it became more and more evident that the general public are becoming 

more independent when tackling issues faced within their communities. For example, the Pass 

Wide and Slow campaign was started by Debbie Smith who was a local horse rider, she 

decided to tackle the issue through creating a petition. It was due to this independence that I 

decided to change the approach to my designs. The campaign packs produced through the 

research allow the user to create and drive forward their own campaigns. The rider logbook 

originally was designed to be produced on waterproof paper, however I felt that riders would 

prefer the forms to be in a printable format, that way they are easily obtained and accessible. 
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At the start of my research I had set out to develop methods of improving horse and rider 

safety through campaigns and design experiences. The vulnerable campaign exhibition 

prototype allowed part of this outcome to be tested; it was from this that I realised that a 

design experience wasn’t a viable option. Through discussion with Steve Horton it was evident 

that many of the marketing techniques used in campaigns were public advertising, such as 

social media and posters. Therefore, the final outcome of my research-through-design is a 

series of campaign packs that can be made accessible and takes into account the different 

methods of communication; digital and print-based. 

While I believe that I have successfully completed the outcome set out at the start of my 

research, I also feel that there is more research that needs to be done to better understand 

the experiences of both riders and drivers on the roads. Future developments of this research 

would be to interview both riders and drivers to discuss their views on the issue faced, what 

their attitudes are towards each other and how they feel the message of safety can be 

conveyed. Being a horse rider myself I have an insight from a rider’s point of view, however I 

feel that more needs to be done to also educate riders. Although the vulnerable campaign is 

aimed at both rider and driver, other campaigns are aimed at educating drivers only, for 

example, Pass Wide and Slow. The horse-riding community needs to be educated about their 

responsibility on the roads, by understanding the unpredictability of horses and the role they 

play in keeping the roads safe. 
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10 – Appendices 

Appendix 1: Mind Mapping 
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Appendix 2: Horse and Rider Incidents between 2008-2018 within the Kent Area 
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Appendix 3: Police Report Spreadsheet 
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Appendix 4: THINK! Marketing Plan 2015 - 2017 
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Appendix 5: Communications Strategy  
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Appendix 6: Horse and Rider Logbook  

 

Above shows the original concept drawings for the Horse and Rider logbooks and the design 

for the book to be fitted to the horse when being ridden. 
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Appendix 7: BHS General Incident Form 

 

 

 

 

 

Please fill in the form below circling the most suitable answer when required 

 

* - Denotes a required field – this information MUST be included to enable the incident to 

be added to our website and database. 

 

Incident Details 

 

Date and Time of Incident         *  

County                                       *  

Specific Location of incident 

(Please include post code)        * 

 

 

 

Was the incident reported to the police? Y / N 

Police incident report number (if applicable)  

Is any further police action being taken? Y / N 

Do you have public liability insurance? Y / N 

 

 

Personal Details 

 

Forename  

Surname  

BHS Membership Number  

Address  

 

 

Reporting of Equestrian Incidents  

General Report Form 
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Telephone Number  

Email Address  

Involvement with incident Rider / Motorist / Witness / Friend / Police / Other 

If ‘Other’ please give details  

 

Circumstances 

Incident Details 

 

(please give as much 

information as 

possible) 
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Horses 

(Please complete the following for the main horse involved. There will be space below to 

detail any other horses present) 

 

Number of horses involved  

Age of main horse involved  

Horse Ridden / driven / leading / loose 

Horse fall Y / N 

Severity of horse’s injury None / mild / moderate / severe / fatal 

Veterinary assistance required Y / N  

Veterinary practice contact information  

 

 

 

Humans 

(Please complete the following for the main rider / handler involved. There will be space 

below to detail any other humans present) 

 

Number of people involved  

Age of main rider / handler  

Gender  

Rider fall Y / N 

Severity of rider / handler injury None / Mild / Moderate / Severe / Fatal 

Medical help sought None / GP / Hospital / Ambulance / Air 

Ambulance 

 

Safety Equipment 

(Please complete for the main handler/ horse partnership involved. There will be space 

below to detail any other partnerships present  

 

Hi – viz Y / N 

Type of hi – viz worn  

Age of hi - viz  
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Hat Y / N 

Was the hat displaced Y / N 

Hat type PAS015 / BSEN1384 / ASTMF1163 / 

Other 

Age of hat  

Body protector worn? Y / N 

Type of body protector BETA level 1 / BETA level 2 / BETA level 

3 / BSEN13158 

Age of body protector  

 

Any Other Information 

 

Please give any other relevant information? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Data Protection  

 

Are you happy to receive occasional emails from the BHS about its 

work? 

Y / N 

Are you happy to receive emails from other organisations that are 

supportive of the BHS? 

Y / N 

The BHS will retain your details on a database. The BHS and its 

subsidiaries may like to contact you with information about our 

charitable activities and how you could hep us. Are you happy for 

your details to be used in this way? 

Y / N 
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Are you happy for the BHS to share your information with other 

organisations that are supportive of the BHS? 

Y / N 

We will share statistical and incident data we collect with other appropriate governing 

bodies and organisations. This data will be anonymous: your name, home address 

or other identifying information, or the details of anyone else that you have given us, 

will not be passed on to anyone outside the BHS without your consent 

Are you happy to let us pass on your identifying details on to other 

organisation, carefully selected by the BHS for the purposes of 

improving equestrian safety 

Y / N 

 

 

Signature  ………………………………………………………………………. 

 

Date  ……………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix 8: Scenario of Incident 
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Appendix 9: Participant 1 – Completed Forms 
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Appendix 10: Participant 2 – Completed Forms 
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Appendix 11: Participant 3 – Completed Forms 
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Appendix 12: Ribbon Ride Campaign 

 

Image: Photo of ‘The Ribbon Ride’ logo concepts  

 

Appendix 13: Alan Hiscox Email 
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Appendix 14: Steve Horton Interview 

Interview with Steve Horton, Casualty Reduction Manager at Kent County Council  

Location – Kent County Council, Ashford 
Date – Wednesday 16th September 
Persons Involved – Mr. Steve Horton & Miss. Rebecca Upson 
 
What marketing methods are currently being used to raise awareness of campaigns? 

“Twitter, Mass messaging, Bus Advertising, Roadside Hoardings, TV Adverts, Catch Up TV (Tailored 

to the user's profile) Cinema, Roadside Posters & Radio” 

What Percentage would you say is rider related & what percentage is lack of driver awareness? 

“In all situations we find that its 95% human error, but I can say what percentage could be rider or 

driver, but in these cases I would say that I driver has more control in this situation than the rider.” 

How do you think the UK driving public can better understand how to share the roads? 

“People have a lack of courtesy on the roads, they have a selfishness to save time, it's almost 

become the social norm. It because very hard to change the behaviour, that why we try and use 

positive reinforcement in our campaigns, so we explain why to do something and not just saying 

‘don't and no’” 

Do you think if a law was actioned to protect Horse and Riders on the roads that it would help? 

“I think it's sad if we had to get to that, if people knew that there was a chance of being caught i 

think it might have an impact. But then you could create a divide between the drivers and horse 

riders, it could also give the riders an attitude on the roads. In Holland there is something similar 

with the cyclists. I think if you were to get points on your license that would be more effective.” 

How do you think Horse and Rider could be seen as vulnerable on the roads? 

“I think if you played on the idea of size and impact of cars versus horses this could help with the 

knowledge of the vulnerability on the roads.” 

Do you think the lack of understanding of horses and their behaviour influences how drivers react? 

“YES!! I have seen the videos that Alan showed on the Horse Awareness Evening and the power and 

speed of the horses kicking. I think if you could show what that could do to a car people might think 

about it more.” 

How could Horse and Riders show they have a right to be on the roads? 

“I try not to use the word ‘Rights’ as they can cause a divide in the road users, I think riders need to 

show their size on the roads. Alan showed the use of LED lights on the extremities on the riders and 

horses and I think that's a great idea to show your presence on the roads and the size that you are.” 

On the Kent Road Safety website there is no ‘Horse’ section under the ‘Information for Road Users’ 

why is this? Instead we come under ‘Other’ 

“Oh, I wasn't aware of this, the website has recently been redesigned so this may have been 

overlooked, I will make a note to check this. If I had to suggest why it would probably be because we 

haven't had enough serious incidents for it to be flagged as its own road user section, as there were 

only 2 Horse deaths in the last 10 years or so.” 

END 
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Appendix 15: Vulnerable Prototype 
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Appendix 16: Vulnerable Prototype - Feedback 

 

 

 


